Motor reaction times in humans are highly variable from one trial to the next, even for simple and automatic tasks, such as shifting your gaze to a suddenly appearing target. Although classic models of reaction time generation consider this variability to reflect intrinsic noise, some portion of it could also be attributed to ongoing neuronal processes. For example, variations of alpha rhythm frequency (8 -12 Hz) across individuals, or alpha amplitude across trials, have been related previously to manual reaction time variability. Here we investigate the trial-by-trial influence of oscillatory phase, a dynamic marker of ongoing activity, on saccadic reaction time in three paradigms of increasing cognitive demand (simple reaction time, choice reaction time, and visual discrimination tasks). The phase of ongoing prestimulus activity in the high alpha/low beta range (11-17 Hz) at frontocentral locations was strongly associated with saccadic response latencies. This relation, present in all three paradigms, peaked for phases recorded ϳ50 ms before fixation point offset and 250 ms before target onset. Reaction times in the most demanding discrimination task fell into two distinct modes reflecting a fast but inaccurate strategy or a slow and efficient one. The phase effect was markedly stronger in the group of subjects using the faster strategy. We conclude that periodic fluctuations of electrical activity attributable to neuronal oscillations can modulate the efficiency of the oculomotor system on a rapid timescale; however, this relation may be obscured when cognitive load also adds a significant contribution to response time variability.
Introduction
A sprint runner may win or lose a race depending solely on their reaction time to the starter gun. Even for such overly practiced activities, the variability in response time (RT) from repetition to repetition cannot be fully removed. Scientists commonly attribute this variability to system noise, as in classic "diffusion" models of reaction time generation (Ratcliff, 1978; Luce, 1986) . However, the moment-to-moment variations of ongoing neuronal activity (Buzsaki, 2006) are also likely to contribute to these behavioral variations. Ongoing oscillations are linked to the behavioral state of the person and as such could influence their sensorimotor performance. One extremely rapid source of variability in neuronal activity is the phase of the oscillation: by definition, the phase fluctuates within each oscillatory cycle, whereas the frequency and amplitude are generally modulated over several cycles (Bishop, 1932; Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004; Lakatos et al., 2005 Klimesch et al., 2007; Montemurro et al., 2008; Rajkai et al., 2008; Sirota et al., 2008) . Here we investigate the possibility that the phase of ongoing oscillatory processes could determine some of the trial-to-trial variability in motor response times within the oculomotor system (i.e., using saccadic responses).
The phase of ongoing oscillations is known to influence cortical excitability (Bishop, 1932; Bartley and Bishop, 1932) and both visual (Jansen and Brandt, 1991) and auditory (Kruglikov and Schiff, 2003) evoked potentials. Recently, the phase of ongoing alpha (8 -13 Hz) and theta (4 -8 Hz) activity was also shown to relate to perceptual (Busch et al., 2009; Mathewson et al., 2009) and attentional (Busch and VanRullen, 2010) performance. Conversely, previous attempts to link the phase of ongoing alpha oscillations with variability in behavioral response times have produced contradictory evidence. Although early reports (Walsh, 1952; O'Hare, 1954) found no significant correlation, later studies (Lansing, 1957; Callaway and Yeager, 1960; Dustman and Beck, 1965) reported weakly significant effects by using restrictive subject and trial selection procedures. A more recent article revealed an influence of prestimulus occipital alpha phase on the probability of producing rapid "express" saccades (Hamm et al., 2010) ; however, the use of a fixed interstimulus interval in that study precluded a clear distinction between ongoing (i.e., spontaneous) and evoked (i.e., stimulus-locked) oscillations. By and large, the existence of a systematic relation between ongoing oscillatory phase and motor reaction time variability is still an open question.
In the present study, we aim at resolving this question by investigating the specific influence of the phase of ongoing oscil-latory activity on human saccadic reaction time in three paradigms of increasing cognitive demand. The paradigms were designed to implicate widely different ranges of response times and cognitive strategies, thus maximizing our chances to reveal any systematic relation. We report a strong effect in the high alpha/low beta range (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) , at frontocentral locations, peaking ϳ50 ms before fixation point offset and 250 ms before target onset. The effect was present regardless of cognitive demand but was apparently affected by the subjects' strategy.
Materials and Methods

Stimulus presentation
The experiments were programmed in MathWorks Matlab using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997) , on a standard Microsoft Windows computer system. The connected cathode ray tube monitor was set to run with 100 Hz refresh rate at 1024 ϫ 768 pixels resolution. The visual screen area extended 35.6 ϫ 26.8 cm 2 at a viewing distance of 57 cm. The experimental chamber was dimly lit, and care was taken to achieve constant ambient luminance across all subjects and sessions.
Experimental paradigm
Three saccade production tasks were designed to elicit saccadic responses under increasing cognitive demand (Fig. 1) .
Easy task. The first task consisted of a bright green dot (0.2°visual diameter), which would appear at 8.5°eccentricity alternately to the left and right of the screen center. After a random interval between 1000 and 1500 ms (uniform distribution, limited in resolution by the 100 Hz screen refresh rate), the dot disappeared for a fixed gap duration of 200 ms, after which it reappeared on the opposite side of the screen center at the same eccentricity. At this position, it remained for a random interval between 1000 and 1500 ms, after which the dot disappeared again for a fixed gap duration of 200 ms. The paradigm then looped from the start, creating a continuous, alternating left-right pattern with a random intertrial interval (ITI) of 1200 -1700 ms. The participants were instructed to make an eye movement to the position of this dot as fast as possible after its appearance. Although the timing of the interstimulus intervals was randomized, the future position of the stimulus was always predictable; this may induce subjects to produce anticipatory saccades. Subjects were instructed to follow the green dot with their eyes, precisely and as fast as possible, but to avoid anticipation. This task was intended to require a very low cognitive effort; we will thus refer to it as the "easy" condition.
Medium task. The second task started with a central fixation dot of the same size and color as in the first task, which remained on screen for a randomized interval of 1000 -1500 ms and then disappeared. After a 200 ms gap, the dot reappeared randomly 8.5°to either the left or right of the screen center, where it remained for 1000 ms. The paradigm then looped from the start, resulting in an ITI of 2200 -2700 ms. Although fixation timing and target configuration were similar to task 1, the position of the target stimulus was no longer predictable. The task required a simple decision between the two alternative target locations but, because there was only one target visible at any time, it still allowed for mostly automatic responses (Wurtz and Albano, 1980; Leigh and Zee 1999; Sparks et al., 2000) . Subjects were instructed to be as fast and precise as possible. We will refer to this as the "medium" condition.
Difficult task. The final task was identical to the second task until the end of the gap duration; 200 ms after the gap, two Landolt-style C-rings appeared at an eccentricity of 8.5°, to the left and right of the screen center. Both C-rings measured 0.5°in diameter and were identical except for their orientation: one of them had a spatial gap pointed upward and one pointed downward. The intertrial timing was unchanged from the medium task. Subjects were instructed to treat only the upward-oriented shape as the target, with the downward-oriented one acting as a distractor. Subjects were again instructed to be as fast and precise as possible. Because of the simultaneous onset and the similarity between target and distractor, this task required some amount of cognitive effort to successfully decide at which of the stimuli to gaze. Within these three tasks, we will therefore refer to this as the "difficult" condition.
All three tasks consisted of the same basic elements: a randomized fixation duration, followed by a 200 ms gap, and a subsequent target. From fixation onset until just before target onset, all three paradigms can therefore be considered to be equivalent, although the expectations of the Figure 1 . Task design and corresponding RT distributions. Left column, Illustration of the three task paradigms used to record saccadic responses (size not to scale). The easy task involved the detection of the onset of a dot that alternated predictably (but with random intertrial intervals) between the left and right sides of the screen. The medium task required the localization of a single target dot that could appear randomly on either side of the screen. The difficult task implied the discrimination of two simultaneously presented shapes, the target being defined as the one with a gap oriented upward. In all three tasks, participants were instructed to make an eye movement, as quickly and accurately as possible, to the location of the target. Right column, Saccadic RT histograms of all trials, normalized for each subject and then pooled across subjects. The blue bars denote correct trials, and the red bars denote incorrect trials. Note the pronounced bimodality in task 3; the dashed black line at 282 ms represents the boundary criterion for fast versus slow subjects. SO, Stimulus onset.
participating subjects may differ somewhat. Each experimental session was divided into blocks of fixed order, presenting 320 trials of task 1, then 320 trials of task 2, then 200 trials of task 3, in each block. Between two and five blocks were recorded per session, with up to two sessions per subject; all subjects performed a minimum of six blocks. Between-tasks as well as between-blocks subjects were given the opportunity to rest for a short period, if they so desired.
Data recording
To correlate the eye movements of our subjects with their EEG activity, both eye movements and EEGs were recorded simultaneously. Fifteen subjects participated in the experiment. The age of participants ranged from 23 to 35 years. Seven participants were male; 11 participants were right-handed. A BioSemi EEG system was used to record 64 channels mounted in an elastic cap. Sessions were recorded at a sampling rate of 1024 Hz, which was later downsampled to 256 Hz. Epochs were created ranging from 2000 ms before to 1000 ms after stimulus onset. For subjects 1-10, an optical eye tracker was used to record eye movements (ETL-200; ISCAN). For subjects 11-15, a three-channel electrooculogram was recorded to determine saccade onset timing and saccade direction. All subjects reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The experimental protocol was authorized by the local ethical committee at the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.
Analysis
Preprocessing. EEG data were screened manually on a trial-by-trial basis, rejecting all trials visibly affected by artifacts. Saccade onset times were determined by manual inspection of the horizontal aspect of optical eye traces or electro-oculograms, respectively. Trials were considered valid when subjects did not break fixation and performed a clearly directed saccade at a timing no sooner than the target stimulus onset. Trials containing saccades before stimulus onset were considered to be anticipatory, not stimulus driven, and were discarded. Because all three tasks had two possible target locations (although perfectly predictable in task 1), there was always a chance for decision errors. These were identified by saccades of valid timing yet incorrect initial direction. Correctional saccades potentially occurring at later times were ignored. Of the 15 subjects recorded, one subject was excluded as a result of technical problems during recording, making the alignment of epochs impossible (triggering events were lost). A second subject was excluded because of exceedingly poor compliance with the requirements of the experimental paradigms (Ͻ60% of the recorded trials were deemed valid because of frequent vertical saccades, extreme anticipations, or long periods of eye closure).
Phase locking. The analysis is aimed at determining the trial-by-trial relationship between prestimulus EEG phases and saccadic RTs.
We hypothesized that saccadic response times are influenced by ongoing EEG oscillations, in such a way that different EEG phases would tend to produce markedly different response latencies. Because these oscillations are ongoing and thus not synchronized to the onset of the stimulus, their distribution over an entire recording session will be randomized and uniform. In other words, no overall phase locking should exist before stimulus onset. However, significant phase locking may be observed if trials are selected within a given range of reaction times. More specifically, our hypothesis predicts that, on a polar plot in which phase is represented by angle and the associated reaction time by radius, the resulting phase-RT mapping should take the form of a spiral (Fig. 2) . Note that it is theoretically possible, although not necessary, that the association of latencies and phases spans more than one cycle of the relevant oscillation, resulting in a spiral with several rotations, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Whether this is the case or not, when grouping trials by saccadic reaction time (and assuming that a sufficiently narrow range of reaction times is used, in practice spanning less than one spiral rotation), an increase in phase locking ["intertrial coherence" (ITC)] should emerge when comparing with the general ITC across the entire set of trials (Fig. 2) .
To summarize, our analysis is based on this simple logic: we compared the phase locking of successive quintiles of the RT distribution (i.e., the fastest 20% for the first quintile, the next 20% for the second, etc.) to a baseline phase locking computed over the entire RT distribution.
We computed the amount of phase locking or ITC by normalizing the lengths of the complex vectors representing amplitude and phase for all trials and then computing their complex averages according to the following:
where is the phase angle, and n is the number of trials. The ITC describes the phase locking of a circular distribution of phases by taking values between 0 and 1: 0 when computed on perfectly uniform data, increasing in value with increasing phase synchronization, and reaching 1 for a mono-phase distribution. To derive the necessary phase information, a continuous wavelet transform was computed on single-trial epochs, representing the frequency range from 2 to 100 Hz in 50 logarithmic steps. The length of the wavelets increased logarithmically from three cycles at 2 Hz to eight cycles at 100 Hz. For any given time and frequency, the wavelet transform returns complex values representing both phase and amplitude; however, for this analysis, we focused on the phase information only. ITC values were computed for each time-frequency coordinate, creating an intertrial coherence map of the timefrequency plane.
Bootstrapping
The entirety of the trials collected for a given subject and experimental condition were sorted by reaction time and then subdivided into quintiles, containing disjunctive latency ranges and designed to contain an identical number of trials (20% of the total number) in each quintile. It is important that the range of reaction time selected be as small as possible, to give good temporal resolution and to avoid potential confusion across more than one spiral rotation; simultaneously, the range also needs to be sufficiently wide to provide a sufficient amount of trials for statistical analysis. After exploratory testing, 20% of the number of valid trials was found to be appropriate.
To compare ITC of a given subject's RT quintiles to the appropriate null distribution, random samples amounting to one-fifth of all the trials of the same subject and condition were drawn and the corresponding ITC was computed. By repeating this process 100 times in a bootstrapping procedure, the mean and SDs for a "null distribution" were computed for each point in the time-frequency plane. The ITC values (and their surrogate mean and SD from the null distribution) were first computed individually for each subject and then combined over subjects, electrodes, and quintiles (and experimental conditions for the analysis described in Fig. 3 ). The p values were determined by converting the true averaged ITC value into a t value based on the equivalent surrogate distribution mean and SD and then applying a Student's t test for this t value with the corresponding degrees of freedom. The p value indicates the probability that the phase locking computed within the reactiontime-sorted quintiles could be explained under the null hypothesis, i.e., using random trial selection. These p values form a map illustrating at which point in time and frequency the average phase locking of reactiontime-binned trials is greater than that of the general distribution of all trials. To correct for multiple comparisons across time and frequency points, the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) was used (setting the expected rate of falsely rejected null hypotheses to 0.001).
Methodological differences to previous studies
Previously published studies relied on strong a priori selection of experimental subjects, oscillation frequency, time point, and electrode location. Probably the most restrictive subject prescreening was done by Lansing (1957) , who discarded 92 of 100 tested subjects as a result of insufficient baseline alpha activity. Later, Callaway and Yeager (1960) improved on this but still needed to reject two-thirds of their subjects for similar reasons. Dustman and Beck (1965) used heavy subject prescreening as well but do not give exact numbers. These screenings were intended to select only those subjects with particularly strong alpha range activity to facilitate the analysis. Such a selection may however also raise concerns that any effects discovered might not generalize to a wider experimental population. Our approach required no prescreening of experimental subjects based on oscillatory amplitude, making our conclusions more representative of the general population. Furthermore, these later studies (Callaway and Yeager, 1960; Dustman and Beck, 1965) used online monitoring of EEG activity to trigger the stimulus onset to specific, preselected phases of EEG oscillations. Although this allowed optimizing the number of trials recorded at each of the selected phase offsets, the approach also required the experimenters to limit their frequency of interest to a narrow frequency range, generally centered around 10 Hz; the prestimulus moment and exact scalp location of the phase-triggering function needed to be specified in advance as well. In the discussed studies, only occipital leads were recorded, because the occipital alpha activity was the primary object of interest. In contrast, no a priori frequency or time point selection was necessary for our approach. We were therefore able to detect possible effects in a wide range of frequencies, and, at the same time, our analysis enabled us to detect effects not just precisely at stimulus onset, or at any one fixed time point, but over a range of several hundred milliseconds before the first stimulus event. Even further expanding the coverage of our analysis, the use of current recording equipment enabled us to record from 64 channels distributed across the entire scalp rather than a single preferred topographic region. This allowed us to pick up on possible effects located outside of the occipital area investigated in previous studies.
Results
Behavior
The ocular response times in all three tasks were within the range usually reported with similar tasks: 172 Ϯ 26 ms for the easy task, 167 Ϯ 19 ms for the medium task, and 305 Ϯ 32 ms for the difficult task (mean Ϯ SEM of median RT in correct trials). The histograms for each of the tasks (pooled across subjects) exhibit very distinctive RT distributions (Fig. 1 ).
In the easy task, a large peak in response quantity can be seen at ϳ90 -120 ms (peaking at 114 ms). Many of the responses occurring before this peak are likely attributable to anticipations, especially because their probability of occurrence is approximately constant down to a RT of 0 ms after stimulus. The percentage correct was very high in the easy task, with an average 96.2 Ϯ 1.4% correct. Because the locations of upcoming targets in this task were perfectly predictable, any errors may be explained by lapses of attention or occasional failures of the ocular position recording system.
In the medium task, a large and sharply defined peak (maximum bin centered at 114 ms) dominates the histogram. Fewer anticipations were observed in this task. This sharp and unimodal distribution corresponds well to a mostly "automatic" mechanism. Our subjects delivered a high level of accuracy, with an average 92.8 Ϯ 2.0% correct.
The difficult task produced a bimodal RT histogram. The first modality showed a clear first peak at 150 ms (center of maximum bin), and the second modality featured a less well defined maximum between 350 and 460 ms. In this task, the accuracy was less than in the previous tasks, with an average of 66.0 Ϯ 3.6% correct. The difficult task was designed to be of comparatively high cognitive demand, with a high degree of similarity between target and distractor stimuli. Thus, the larger number of error trials may be attributable to genuine errors in judgment. The two modes in the RT histogram reflect two different strategies used by different subjects: although faster, the responses in the first mode are inaccurate, close to chance performance, and the accuracy of the trials in the second, slower mode is much higher, at 57.6% correct for trials faster than 282 ms and 73.3% correct for slower trials (boundary set at the minimum between peaks) (Fig. 1) . As we will see later, individual subjects tended to apply one response strategy or the other rather than alternate between the two strategies.
Phase-RT relations
Our main hypothesis is that the phase of ongoing oscillations constrains the range of RTs that can be produced on a given trial. A systematic relationship between phase and RT would take the form of a spiral in a polar plot representing RT as a function of phase angle (Fig. 2) . Note that the spiral may contain one (if the phase-RT relation is bijective or "one-toone") or possibly several rotations (if the RT distribution spans several cycles of the ongoing oscillation). In either case, a global measure of ITC across all trials would reveal only minimal phase locking (indeed, the randomized intertrial intervals prevent ongoing oscillations to have any consistent temporal relationship with stimulus onset). However, by grouping trials into sufficiently small RT bins, the relationship should be revealed as an increase in phase locking compared with a random trial selection (Fig. 2) . Thus, our analysis relies on a statistical comparison (bootstrapping) between ITC computed over separate RT quintiles and ITC computed over the same number of trials drawn randomly from all RT quintiles (representing the ITC distribution under the null hypothesis).
Overview
As a first step, the collected data was pooled across all conditions and electrodes (Fig. 3) . The bootstrapping procedure revealed an area of significantly higher (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ8 ) phase locking when computed over RT-sorted quintiles than over random trial samples, at 47ms before the gap onset (the disappearance of the fixation point), i.e., 247 ms before stimulus onset, peaking at a frequency of 13.6 Hz. This effect remained significant after correction for multiple comparisons using the FDR procedure. Because the interval between trial onset and gap onset was randomized and unpredictable on each trial, the fact that this effect occurred before the gap onset is a clear indication that it was produced by ongoing rather than stimulus-induced oscillations. In fact, the precise temporal position of this effect might reflect the last truly ongoing cycle before the gap onset: a transient in the stimulation that can create an evoked potential and reset ongoing oscillations. By mapping the computed p values contained in the region of interest onto a scalp-electrode layout (Fig. 3B) , we found this effect to be attributed primarily to oscillatory activity over a frontocentral region, with possibly a minor influence from occipital areas. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, all additional analyses were based on the selection of 12 frontocentral electrodes outlined in Figure 3B .
The same bootstrapping analysis also revealed a second, rather large region of the time-frequency plane in which phase locking was highly significant (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ8 ): this effect can be seen starting just after the gap onset at low frequencies and culminating in a strong peak ϳ100 -150 ms after stimulus onset, ranging in frequency from the lower limit of our analysis (2 Hz) up to ϳ60 Hz (Fig. 3A) . This massive effect is most likely either a reflection of saccadic programming mechanisms in the brain or contamination from eye movements, starting after stimulus-locked events (the gap) and reaching a peak just before the time of occurrence of the majority of saccades. This interpretation is supported by the topography presented in Figure 3C , where it is apparent that post-gap effects are maximal over fronto-ocular electrodes. During the sequence of sensory processing, response preparation, and execution, large portions of the visual and oculomotor systems are likely to be activated at a more or less fixed time preceding (or following) the saccadic response. These poststimulus processes would show increased phase locking when grouped with respect to the moment of the saccade, as done in our analysis. Even the earliest part of this significant time-frequency region, between gap and stimulus onset, could be explained by the temporal variability of sensorimotor processes occurring in response to the gap (which has a fixed, fully predictable temporal relation to the moment of stimulus onset). In other words, no part of this secondary effect found after the gap onset can truly be said to reflect the influence of ongoing rather than stimulusinduced oscillations.
Effects of task difficulty
Next, we applied the same analysis technique separately to the three individual tasks, using only the fronto-central electrode region of interest determined above. For all three tasks, significant pre-gap effects (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 ) were found in the same approximate time-frequency location as the original effect reported above (Fig. 4) .
The peak happened at slightly different time-frequency points in the three tasks: for the easy task, the effect occurred just before the gap onset (25 ms) and peaked at 14.5 Hz, for the intermediate task the center was located at ϳ50 ms before the gap onset and 14 Hz, and in the difficult task the duration of the effect was somewhat elongated but had a peak at ϳ90 ms before the gap onset and 12.5 Hz. Main results of the bootstrapping ITC analysis on RT quintiles. A, The p value resulting from a comparison between ITC in RT quintiles and ITC over the same number of randomly selected trials is shown as a function of time point and EEG frequency at which the phase value was determined. ITC values for this analysis were pooled across participants, experimental tasks, RT quintiles, and electrodes. Black outlines designate areas deemed significant after correction for multiple comparisons using the FDR procedure (threshold 0.001). The white dashed line marks the time of the gap onset (fixation offset), and the continuous white line marks the time of stimulus onset (SO). B, Topographic mapping of the p values of the pre-gap effect shown in A, highlighted by box "B" (11-17 Hz, 290 -190 ms before stimulus onset). The 12 electrodes of interest are highlighted in white: all additional analyses were performed on this subset of electrodes. C, Topographic mapping of peak post-gap effects shown in A, highlighted by box "C" (50 -150 ms after stimulus onset, 2-70 Hz range).
In the easy task, a second effect exceeded the FDR threshold, located at ϳ10 Hz and 300 ms before the gap onset (i.e., 500 ms before stimulus onset). In this task, the upcoming target location was always known in advance; although the fixation duration was randomized, the following gap interval was fixed, and, therefore, from the moment of the gap onset, both target onset timing and target location were predictable. The fixation offset/gap onset may therefore have served as an alternate "go" signal, triggering early responses. The very early prestimulus effect found in this task, occurring ϳ300 ms before the gap onset, may thus be attributed to those trials in which the gap onset rather than the stimulus onset was used as the go signal. In turn, these trials may correspond to the numerous "anticipations" (with reaction times close to zero) recorded in this task. In the medium task, the future target location was unpredictable, preventing the use of the fixation offset as an alternative response trigger.
Finally, note that poststimulus (or post-gap) effects are present in all three tasks as observed previously, albeit in somewhat different regions of the time-frequency plane. Exclusively in the easy task, the poststimulus effect starts just at the beginning of the gap at the lowest frequency (ϳ2 Hz) and progressively involves higher frequencies (up to ϳ17 Hz) until stimulus onset; after stimulus onset, this effect continues to grow in frequency and combines with the massive saccadic effect also observed in the other two tasks. The earlier effect in the easy task is likely attributable to the large number of saccadic anticipations in this task, as manifested in the very large spread of RTs illustrated in Figure 2 (top right); this increased RT variability will result in a widening of the phase-RT effect at lower frequencies as a result of their tolerance for moderate temporal misalignments. Because it is not possible to assess whether post-gap effects are attributable to ongoing rather than stimulus-induced oscillations, we did not explore these findings in more detail.
Fast versus slow subjects
The results described so far suggest that the influence of ϳ13 Hz ongoing oscillations on saccadic RT does not depend on task difficulty or cognitive demand. To probe this finding further, we focused on the difficult task, which displayed a pronounced bimodality in its RT distribution pooled across subjects (Fig. 1) , suggestive of the existence of two response strategies: a rapid but poorly accurate one, and a slow and more precise one. Interestingly, the corresponding histograms for most of our individual subjects (12 of 13) were in fact unimodal in nature, indicating the preferential use of only one of these two strategies. We selected the minimum of the valley between the two peaks in the pooled across-subjects histogram as a boundary (282 ms) (Fig. 1 ) and sorted our subjects according to their individual preferred modes. Subjects with median latencies faster than this limit were classified as the "fast" group (n ϭ 6; median RT, 197 Ϯ 17 ms) and those with median latencies slower than the boundary as the "slow" group (n ϭ 6; median RT, 421 Ϯ 14 ms). One subject (S13) was excluded from this analysis because of a pronounced RT bimodality that did not allow for a clear group assignment. The group-average RT histograms are shown in Figure 5 , A and B. The speed-accuracy tradeoff between strategies is obvious in the fact that by grouping our subjects into fast and slow latencies, we also grouped them into "inaccurate" (fast group; median accuracy, 57.8 Ϯ 1.7% correct) and "accurate" (slow group; median accuracy, 76.3 Ϯ 6.3% correct) behavior. When computing the time-frequency bootstrapping analysis separately for these two subject groups, we found a very strong effect (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ11 ) within the fast/inaccurate group of subjects, at a time-frequency location (peaking at 12.5 Hz and 100 ms before gap onset) similar to the primary effect found previously (Fig. 5C) . A small portion of this effect is still visible (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ5 ) when looking at the slow/ accurate group of subjects (Fig. 5D ), but it does not exceed the FDR threshold. This weak effect may be explained by a small amount of fast saccades made by the subjects assigned to the slow group (Fig. 5B) . We also computed a direct statistical comparison between phase-locking values obtained for the two groups of subjects and found a statistically significant (p Ͻ 0.0001) difference within the time-frequency region of interest (data not shown).
In conclusion, the difficult task was apparently treated by subjects according to two possible strategies. The first one consisted Fig. 3A) are shown separately for each of the three tasks. In all three tasks, significant effects can be seen within a similar time-frequency region (11-17 Hz, 0 -100 ms before gap onset). Black outlines highlight regions above FDR threshold. Small insets show topography of activity in the region of interest defined in Figure 3B . SO, Stimulus onset.
in providing response times similar to those obtained in the medium task, at the cost of decreased accuracy; it may be assumed that these subjects applied the same strategy as used in the medium task. The second one consisted of slowing down saccadic responses to maintain accuracy at a reasonable level. Interestingly, only the first strategy seemed to yield a significant phase-RT relation. Within the second subject group, the additional cognitive processing (or simply the noise occurring during the extended duration of the stimulus-response cycle) may have added another source of variance to the RT generation process.
Phase progression
Our previous findings clearly support the idea of a relation between the phase of ongoing ϳ13 Hz oscillations and the associated ocular response RT. However, our analysis does not allow us to draw conclusions about the specific nature of this relation: it could very well be that only one or two of the five RT quintiles is really associated with particular prestimulus phase values, with the rest of the RT histogram being more uniformly distributed in terms of phase. Conversely, there could be a steadily high amount of phase locking with a systematic shift of the preferred phase value when RT increases, as suggested by the "spiral" illustrated in Figure 2 . Furthermore, the phase locking was calculated independently for the quintiles of each subject, before these phase locking values were averaged over subjects. Thus, our result of a significantly high phase locking could be attributable to a systematic tendency in all observers for specific phases to be associated with faster or slower RTs or it could be attributed to an idiosyncratic relation between phase and RT that would vary across subjects. The subsequent analysis was designed to simultaneously address these two issues.
We pooled all trials (n ϭ 14,070) from all conditions across all subjects and assessed the relationship between RT and the phase of ongoing oscillatory activity recorded on the same trial at 13.6 Hz and 47 ms before gap onset. A window containing 20% of all trials (comparable with one quintile of an imaginary "global" subject) was moved progressively across the entire RT distribution (Fig. 6 A) , starting with the first possible quintile (20% fastest trials across all subjects), shifting by steps of one trial until reaching the last possible quintile (20% slowest trials across all subjects). At each step, a Von Mises circular distribution was fitted to the phase histogram of trials falling into the sliding window (Berens, 2009 ). This distribution is characterized by an optimal phase angle, as well as a concentration parameter representing the amount of phase locking. The optimal phase angle and the concentration parameter obtained at each step are represented in graphical format in Figure 6 B, together with the corresponding significance thresholds. Snapshots of the phase histogram and the corresponding Von Mises fit, taken at times corresponding to the five non-overlapping quintiles, can be seen in Figure 6C . Rayleigh tests computed on the estimated Von Mises distributions of each snapshot confirmed that the general distribution of phases in all of the five snapshots diverged significantly from randomness (Fig. 6C ). An animated version of Figure 6 is provided as supplemental material (see Notes).
After a few steps of relative constancy, the optimal phase within the sliding trial window was found to progress continuously with increasing RT, until the moving window reached the approximate position of the fourth quintile. Until this step, the concentration parameter virtually always remained above the p Ͻ 0.01 threshold and above the p Ͻ 0.001 threshold for ϳ80% of the steps. After passing the position of the fourth quintile, the concentration parameter declined for a few steps to belowsignificance levels (p Ͼ 0.05), during which the optimal phase slipped forward by slightly Ͼ180°. Although the concentration parameter returned to significant levels after this (p Ͻ 0.01), the optimal phase stayed mostly constant for the remaining RT range. The overall relation between median RT and optimal phase in the sliding trial window is illustrated by the polar plot inserted in Figure 6 B, which takes the form of the expected spiral.
We conclude that the optimal phase of ongoing ϳ13 Hz EEG oscillations advances reasonably continuously with increasing response latencies and that this relation holds significantly for most of the RT windows considered, not just for one or two quintiles. In addition, the existence of such a relation between phase and RT after having pooled trials from all participants indicates that the relationship must be fairly consistent across subjects: similar phases of the ongoing oscillation tend to induce comparably fast reaction times.
Discussion
In three tasks of increasing cognitive demand, we investigated the relationship between the phase of ongoing electroencephalographic activity at or before the time of visual stimulation and the associated human ocular response times. We found a highly significant relation between RTs and prestimulus oscillatory phase D) indicate a significant effect of prestimulus phase on saccadic RT only for the fast subject group (conventions as in Figs. 3, 4) . SO, Stimulus onset. (Fig. 3) , with an overall peak at 13.6 Hz (11-17 Hz) and ϳ50 ms before the first stimulus event (the gap onset). This main effect was found across all three tasks, albeit with small variations in timing and frequency (Fig. 4) . In a demanding decision task, the effect was most pronounced in fast, inaccurate responses and less in slow, accurate ones, suggesting that more cognitive responses may be less affected by the current phase of the ongoing activity (Fig. 5) . When pooled across all tasks and subjects, the mean phase at the optimal time-frequency point continuously progressed with increasing RT (Fig. 6) , suggesting a consistent relationship between the phase of ongoing activity and the corresponding reaction time.
The notion that ongoing neuronal activity can influence reaction times has been examined in the past. The amplitude of ongoing prestimulus activity, particularly in the alpha band (8 -13 Hz), is known to be related to fluctuations in the response of the visual system (e.g., visual evoked potentials) (Jansen and Brandt, 1991) and in attentional and perceptual performance (Ergenoglu et al., 2004; Hanslmayr et al., 2005 Hanslmayr et al., , 2007 Thut et al., 2006; van Dijk et al., 2008) . Thus, not surprisingly, changes in alpha-band oscillatory amplitude have also been linked to reaction time differences (Ota et al., 1996; Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004; Bollimunta et al., 2008; Kirschfeld, 2008) . In this paper, we focused on more dynamic signatures of ongoing activity, such as those carried by phase rather than amplitude information.
Under certain circumstances, the histogram of manual, vocal, or saccadic RTs to a visual stimulus can show a number of peaks and troughs, with regular spacing between them (Venables, 1960; Latour, 1967; White and Harter, 1969; Treisman et al., 1990; Dehaene, 1993) . This kind of periodicity is indeed suggestive of a rapid periodic influence on the RT generation process, yet in these paradigms, the stimulus onset is unpredictable and bears no systematic relation with ongoing internal processes. Thus, periodicities visible in RT histograms must reflect either the phase reset of an internal rhythm or an additional stimulus-evoked oscillation (Dehaene, 1993) ; they do not, however, indicate a direct relation between ongoing oscillatory activity and response time variability. Surwillo (1963a Surwillo ( ,b, 1964 very convincingly reported that the dominant alpha period of each subject is positively correlated with their average manual response latency to an auditory stimulus. Although the EEG periodicity was determined after stimulus and was thus affected by evoked in addition to ongoing activity, this result was taken to imply that ongoing EEG oscillatory cycles could function as a clocking mechanism for programming motor responses. Along this line of reasoning, the specific phase of the ongoing EEG cycle at which a Figure 6 . Globalphaseprogression.Top,Latencyhistogramacrossallsubjects,experimentaltasks,andtrials.Theverticalblackdashed lines delimit quintiles, and the blue dashed lines traversing the top and middle graphs mark the median RT of the respective quintiles. A sliding window containing 20% of trials was moved progressively across the RT histogram, starting with the first quintile, shifting at each step by one trial until reaching the last quintile. Middle graph, Phase progression in moving window. The black line represents the mean phase in the subset of trials (unwrapped for increased readability), and the red line represents the concentration parameter (both mean phase and concentration parameters were derived using a Von Mises fit). Three red horizontal lines specify equivalent p levels of the concentration parameter of p Ͻ 0.05, p Ͻ 0.01, and p Ͻ 0.001. The inset illustrates this phase progression in polar coordinates (phase represented by angle and RT by radius): a spiral shape emerges. Bottom row, Phase histograms of all trials in the moving window, at time pointscorrespondingtothefivedisjointquintilesusedinpreviousanalyses.Theredarrowindicatesthemeanphaseangle,andtheredcircle illustrates the corresponding Von Mises fit. Results of Rayleigh tests of the significance of the mean direction in a circular distribution are reported below. For increased visibility (and for display purposes only), a fixed trial number was subtracted from each phase bin.
stimulus is presented on a given trial should affect the corresponding response time. However, experimental evidence directly relating single-trial ongoing oscillatory phase and reaction time so far had been sparse and mitigated (Walsh, 1952; O'Hare, 1954; Callaway and Yeager, 1960; Venables, 1960; Surwillo, 1963a Surwillo, ,b, 1964 Dustman and Beck, 1965) . We believe that many factors could have contributed to the success of the present study.
First, with the exception of Venables (1960) who used vocal responses, all of the above-mentioned work used manual responses [button press (Callaway and Yeager, 1960) or motor tremor (Lansing, 1957; Dustman and Beck, 1965) ] to measure response times. Generally, the longer the average reaction time, the more difficult it will be to reliably show a phase correlation, because the phase of any cyclic brain activity will tend to diverge over time as a result of noise. Therefore, to obtain optimal phase coherence within any stimulus-response cycle, as fast a reaction time as possible is desirable. Eye movements in response to visual stimulation are among the fastest voluntary reaction times known in humans, significantly faster than manual responses. The use of ocular response times therefore provided us with a means to shorten the input-output loop and thus may have allowed for a more direct and coherent way of detecting phase correlations between ongoing activity and response times. (This idea may also explain why the phase-RT relation was less visible in slow subjects during the difficult task: these subjects produced RTs on average 200 ms longer than the fast subjects.) Note that Gaarder et al. (1966) reported significant phase locking between the ongoing alpha rhythm and the spontaneous occurrence of microsaccades during fixation; however, the present study is the first to report a direct link between ongoing oscillatory phase and the reaction time of a voluntary oculomotor response.
Second, previously published studies relied on strong a priori selection of experimental subjects, oscillation frequency, time point, and electrode location. No such preselection was necessary in our approach.
Third, and perhaps most importantly, our analysis considered the possibility that a phase-to-reaction time mapping may involve several consecutive oscillatory cycles rather than a simple one-to-one mapping (Fig. 2) . Previous approaches assumed a more or less bijective relation between the phase of ongoing oscillations and resulting RTs, with one particular phase resulting in one particular expected reaction time. Hence, they grouped trials by oscillatory phase and searched for RT differences between these trial groups. This logic should imply that the variability in RT that can possibly be accounted for by single-trial ongoing phase is limited to one period of the relevant oscillation, an assumption generally not supported by the width of the RT distribution, which frequently spans the duration of several oscillatory periods. As an example, the difference in median RT between the first and fifth quintile of the reaction time distribution recorded for fast subjects in Figure 5A is 149 Ϯ 12 ms, whereas the peak frequency of the ongoing oscillation that best accounts for this variability is 12.5 Hz, corresponding to a 80 ms period. That RT variability encompasses more than one ongoing oscillatory cycle is also apparent in the spiral shape summarizing our experimental data in Figure 6 . If the number of oscillatory cycles that contribute to RT generation exceeds one, a given phase angle may be associated with more than one preferred RT range, effectively dooming any analysis based on grouping by prestimulus phase. Conversely, when grouping trials by sufficiently narrow ranges of saccadic RT, no assumption needs to be made about the number of consecutive oscillatory cycles involved in the forming of the RT distribution. Indeed, this novel analysis revealed that a specific prestimulus phase value tended to be associated with each saccadic RT group, but the full range of phase values spanned more than one oscillatory cycle (Fig. 6) .
A phase-RT relation spanning multiple cycles could happen, for example, as a consequence of the temporal variability of the sensory information about a newly appearing stimulus: on some trials, this information may arrive at an "inopportune" time, causing a delay in the system before the information is then processed in a subsequent cycle. Alternatively, sensory information may need to accumulate until a threshold is reached before additional processing takes place; again, the moment at which the threshold is reached would determine whether the corresponding information is processed in a given cycle or a following one. One benefit of this scheme would be that a new processing cycle is only initiated once the to-be-processed information has reached a sufficient magnitude to justify the energy expense. Regardless of the underlying neuronal origin, our findings imply that the precise prestimulus phase determines not one particular instant of a unique response cycle at which the reaction time could be initiated but rather a number of successive "temporal windows of opportunity" for reaction time generation, recurring at a specific frequency.
The principal location of the phase-RT relationship was observed over frontocentral electrodes (Fig. 3) . Of course, EEG topographies cannot be directly interpreted in terms of the underlying sources; additionally, these results represent the location of highest statistical significance, which is not necessarily identical to the physiological origin of the relevant oscillatory activity. Nevertheless, if we are willing to consider the frontocentral topography as indicative of a frontocentral cortical origin, the frontal eye fields (FEFs) may seem to be a logical candidate as the source of the effect. Although the superior colliculi are generally believed to control reflexive saccades and bottom-up gaze shifts (Leigh and Zee, 1999) , the FEFs are considered to be responsible for more voluntary changes in gaze and for the top-down inhibition of reflexive saccades (Neggers et al., 2005) . For example, they are involved in visual search tasks in which multiple stimuli are simultaneously present and a decision is required to shift gaze onto the target (Schall and Thompson, 1999; Sato et al., 2001) . Aside from the easy task in which target location and timing (after gap onset) were entirely predictable and in which we recorded a large number of anticipations (possibly indicative of involuntary responses mediated by the superior colliculus), the medium and difficult tasks both required such a decision between two equiprobable alternatives, justifying a potential involvement of the FEF. Conversely, the effect was markedly weaker within the group of slow subjects in the latter task; as mentioned previously, this may reflect the contribution of additional areas (e.g., parietal) (Gottlieb et al., 1998) to overcome the challenging perceptual decision, or it may simply be the consequence of diminishing statistical significance (because of phase divergence over time) with increasing duration of the stimulus-response cycle. Finally, the scalp topographies are also compatible with another possible source: the anterior cingulate cortex, known to play an important role in the monitoring of ongoing cognitive processes and the adjustment of behavioral responses (Pastötter et al., 2010) .
Recently, Busch et al. (2009) reported that single-trial prestimulus phase at ϳ7 Hz in a very similar frontocentral topographic region predicts subsequent visual perception of a threshold stimulus (Busch et al., 2009 ). Busch and VanRullen (2010) later found this effect to be mediated by ϳ7 Hz periodic fluctuations of sustained attention. In this context, the influence of prestimulus phase on reaction time found here may be indic-ative of analogous attentional fluctuations taking place in our saccadic tasks. However, the frequency of this periodic influence in our case was approximately twice that reported previously. Whether this difference reflects harmonic variants of a single periodic mechanism or the operation of two distinct mechanisms altogether will have to be decided on the basis of future research.
Conclusions
The single-trial phase of ongoing oscillations has been shown recently to predict near-threshold visual perception (Busch et al., 2009) , attentional performance (Busch and VanRullen, 2010) , and meta-contrast masking efficiency (Mathewson et al., 2009 ). It has been postulated for decades that a correlation with response times also exists, but only weakly significant results had been reported previously. The results presented here should eliminate any doubt that the phase of ongoing oscillations does in fact have an important influence on the continuous measure of human ocular response latencies. This may be compatible with the idea of a cyclic nature of sensory processing, in line with the original concept of a "perceptual moment" (Stroud, 1956 (Stroud, , 1967 Varela et al., 1981; Purves et al., 1996; VanRullen and Koch, 2003) .
Notes
An animated version of Figure 6 is provided at http://www.cerco.ups-tlse. fr/ϳrufin/phase_RT.html.
